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Today we’re going to explore— 

• Evidence that influencers’ support for 
breastfeeding matters 

• How program designers can identify: 
1. WHO influences breastfeeding moms and their 

specific roles 
2. WHAT small doable actions influencers can take to 

help moms breastfeed optimally  
3. MOTIVATORS  that inspire influencers to take priority 

actions 
4. SKILLS influencers need to take priority actions 



Objectives 

By the end of this session, participants will be able 
to— 
1. Apply the socio-ecological model to identify 

influencers for breastfeeding behaviors 
2. Describe at least two methods to identify WHO 

needs to DO WHAT and what will MOTIVATE  them 



 
 

The Evidence: Support for Breastfeeding  
Moms Matters 



Why Support for Breastfeeding Moms Matters 
• Evidence shows that norms, level of group cohesion, and 

individual and group self-efficacy are most important for 
behavioral transformations. (multiple citations) 

• Projects using community approaches  
• Increased knowledge, improved practices, changed social norms 

and values (Kumar et al, 2008 and 2012) 
• Lowered disease incidence, and reduced poor health and mortality, 

even in low resource settings. Increased social capital, social 
cohesion, and collective capacity (Kumar et al, 2008 and 2012) 

• Strengthened trust between community members and CHWs, 
increased legitimacy with individuals, and instilled pride to 
enhance performance (Bang et al, 2005) 

• Increased male support and gender equity, increased prioritization 
of neonatal care among men and women, and growth in supportive 
traditions around the time of childbirth (Bang et all, 2005) 
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Evidence--Small Grant Study in Viet Nam: 
Increases in fathers’ actions and improved 
breastfeeding practices 
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Hypothesis 

Positive associations between better fathers’ 
involvement and better breastfeeding practices 

Change 
fathers’ 

knowledge, 
attitudes, 

beliefs 

Fathers 
take action 

Mothers 
breastfeed 

more 
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13 of the 30 fathers’ actions increased 
significantly in the intervention group 
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Mothers in intervention group had higher 
prevalence of early BF initiation and EBF 
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1. What practices are most likely to 
improve optimal breastfeeding-
related outcomes in a given context? 
 

2. How can we apply behavioral 
science to improve uptake of those 
practices? 
 

Identifying the who, the what, the 
motivators and the skills  is part of a 
wider design process to determine— 
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Evidence-based Tips for Applying the Socio-
Ecological Model to Design 

• Think beyond norms to roles and 
identities 

• Strengthen existing social institutions  

• Incorporate informal and traditional 
systems  

 
spring-nutrition.org/publications/reports/conference-
report-and-strategic-agenda-nutrition-sbcc 
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WHO influences breastfeeding moms? 

1. WHO? 



Getting specific during formative research can 
unpack specific roles that influencers play  

• What happens when your CHW says X and your 
mother-in-law says Y? 

• Who makes decisions about when babies should 
have their first foods? 

• How do you know when a baby is hungry? 
• How do you know if the baby is getting enough 

breastmilk? 
• Tell me about any harms or benefits that exclusive 

breastfeeding has for mothers 
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Influencers, Roles, and Change Processes: Niger 
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Influencers, Roles, and Change Processes:  
Kyrgyz Republic 
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Burkina Faso: Formative Identified WHO: 
Health workers, Fathers, Grandmothers 
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2. WHAT? 
WHAT can influencers do to 
support moms to practice 
optimal breastfeeding? 



Trying out the Daily Activity 
Chart 
• Volunteers: 3 dads and 3 

moms to make 2 groups 
• Each group fill out a chart for 

an “average dad,” then an 
“average mom” 

• Observers: watch one group 
and observe the process 

• Facilitated discussion 

WHAT can influencers do to support moms 
to practice optimal breastfeeding? 
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• Develop a theory of change with clear roles for 
influencing groups  

• Agree on prioritization criteria for practices 
• Problem fit: uptake of the practice(s) contributes 

clearly to an activity outcome 
• Stakeholder fit: the practice(s) are feasible for 

actors, and their uptake solves a problem actors 
care about 

• Activity fit: the activity has the time, competencies, 
and resources needed to promote the practice(s) 

• Others as agreed with partners 
 
 

Prioritizing Practices 
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Viet Nam: What can fathers do to help at a 
human milk bank? 
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Doctors are people too: Finding the “what” 
and the right motivators, Bangladesh 
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What can doctors DO to promote proper 
breastfeeding? We asked if they would… 

•  Ask about breastfeeding and congratulate parents 
•  Say it’s harmful to feed anything else 
•  Say all mothers can successfully breastfeed 
•  Say if baby cries it does not mean baby is hungry 
•  Say milk supply will increase with more frequent 

breastfeeding 
•  Say feeding mother does not increase supply 
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Identified calls to action: What can doctors 
DO to promote proper breastfeeding? 

1. Initiate a conversation about feeding with every 
mother, whether she brings it up or not 

2. Request doctors’ pocket guide on IYCF to learn 
WHO-recommended practices 
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What MOTIVATORS will move these folks to 
action? 

3. MOTIVATORS 



Bangladesh learned about doctors as 
“people”: What is the right appeal? 

To understand doctors, as individuals,  professionals 
and community persons to identify the way to connect 

with them emotionally  

To gauge whether communication materials are able 
to engage doctors emotionally, and make job aids 

relevant for health workers 

To check for gross negatives and provide fine tuning 
suggestions for any element that creates dissonance 
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What appeals will grab doctors’ attention and 
motivate them to take these actions? 

“Contribution/recognition”   “Pride” 

“Doctors’ 
purpose”  

“Commitment”  

Message 1:  Message 4:  

Message 2:  

Message 3:  
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EVALUATION OF CONCEPT / EMOTION:   
#1. Contribution/Recognition   

Message: Only 
you can ensure 
the optimum 
development of a 
child. Become 
the proud 
member of a 
happy society. 
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Does concept #1 connect with doctors?   

• The statement & graphics evoke a 
strong emotion among most 
doctors  

• The statement and visuals reflect 
the community appreciating 
doctors and acknowledging their 
contribution to the society  

• It resonates with their esteem need 
for being appreciated in a more 
humane way which is somewhat 
rare in their current reality  

 

Connect 

High Low  

Now this is something very rare to 
find… but it’s good to see the kid 

bringing flowers to the doctor after 
being cured – Expert child specialist 
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Does #1 inspire doctors?  
• The statement, visual, and emotion 

resulting from this, bring the doctor 
closer to their ultimate aspiration of 
achieving the status of a legend  

 

• The appreciation, gratitude, and 
trust  from the child and mother 
give meaning to his profession and 
enhance self esteem   

Inspiration 
High Low  
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Viet Nam: “Who loves their wife and children 
most?” 

Counseling 

Media & interactive 
communication 
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Motivators in the Viet Nam Study: 
Show fathers “what’s in it for me?” 
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What 
SKILLS do 
influencers 
need? 

4. SKILLS 



 
Give fathers practice in making breastfeeding-
friendly responses to scenarios 
 
 THE CONTEST: “Who loves their wife and children 
most?” 
 

• Form 2 teams and a judging panel 
• Each team has 2 minutes to come up with a 

response to a video scenario 
• Judges assess responses on: 

• Is it loving? 
• Is it encouraging the wife to continue exclusive 

breastfeeding? 
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Team #1’s Challenge: 
How loving and supportive is the father’s 
response? 

www.aliveandthrive.org 



 
Give fathers practice in making breastfeeding-
friendly responses to scenarios 
 
 How did Team #1 perform? 
• How loving is the response? 
• How well does it encourage the wife to continue 

exclusive breastfeeding? 
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Team #2’s Challenge: 
How loving and supportive is the father’s 
response? 
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Give fathers practice in making breastfeeding-
friendly responses to scenarios 
 
 How did Team #2 perform? 
• How loving is the response? 
• How well does it encourage the wife to continue 

exclusive breastfeeding? 
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http://aliveandthrive.org/resources-main-
page/case-studies/dads-can-do-that/ 

www.aliveandthrive.org 
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• TV spots featuring family actions to 
support exclusively breastfeeding 
moms in Kyrgyzstan 

• Strengthening facility and 
community-based counseling for 
breastfeeding along with testimonial 
videos for community mobilization in 
Uganda 

Building Skills for Support in Different Contexts 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mkza-w_WXLQ&feature=youtu.be 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mkza-w_WXLQ&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mkza-w_WXLQ&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mkza-w_WXLQ&feature=youtu.be
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Kristina Granger, 
kristina_granger@jsi.com 

 
 
 
 

ALIVE & THRIVE 
www.aliveandthrive.org 
Ann Jimerson, 
ajimerson@fhi360.org 

 

Thank you! 
Questions? 

This presentation is made possible by the generous support of the American people through the United States Agency for International 
Development (USAID) under the terms of the Cooperative Agreement AID-OAA-A-11-00031, Strengthening Partnerships, Results, and 

Innovations in Nutrition Globally (SPRING).  

Photo credits: Alive & Thrive, Development Media International, SPRING  
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